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Nutrition for Foodservice and Culinary Experts is the must-have
reference for the most thorough, up-to-date info on nutrition and diet
plan. New and expanded material in this Sixth Edition addresses
important topics like the 2005 Dietary Guidelines for Americans,
MyPyramid, balanced menu options and recipe suggestions for morning
hours and afternoon breaks, basics of food presentation, meeting special
dietary needs, weight management, and much more!
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Bought for college program. I only had to purchase one book this season
at the college that I couldn't get yourself a new edition of. Missing
referenced sections I don't like the book. I got the e-book version
therefore i could get access to it anywhere. Why would I wish to loose
money on a popular stock account expense, when I can purchase low, sell
high and reinvest my revenue with small to no losses, on so many
options?? Thanks Amazon when planning on taking me to the lender; not
really for investments but to count the savings. This one is a good used
book and I'll get almost all of it when I sell it back again. Five Stars
Great product Textbook Good text book, well written. I learned a lot
about minerals and vitamins that I experienced no idea about. A few of
the grammar is questionable. LOVED the class it was VERY INTERESTING Had
to understand this book for a nutrition course, LOVED the course it was
VERY INTERESTING! The book was a great addition to the course. However I
can see that if someone was taking a nutrition degree that more in depth
would be what these were going for. Great for individuals who want to
learn about the body I love this publication because you learn soo very
much about your body. Nevertheless, I felt that there have been parts in
the reserve that dragged. It proceeded to go into far more detail in
parts. i tell you about all the vitamin supplements that you really dont
have to take. The book over all was extremely easy to read and
understand. there is certainly soo much to understand in this
publication, you have to get it The book over all was very easy to read
and understand I got this book for my nutrition training course. I
believe it's great to get utilized books and pay out no or small
delivery and can send it back again for little or low delivery for some
all my money to re-invest in another product. you should get vitamins
from the food you eat. It has many tables and diagrams that help visual
learners. That said, I experienced no choice but to purchase it as that
was what the instructor needed. Four Stars what I needed Ok Ok great
great great information this book hasn't let me down & i find out
something new every time i read it. Five Stars It is a very informative
book! It references appendixes that usually do not exist making a
difficult subject more difficult to learn. Three Stars I purchased this
book for school. The instructor stated that that they had to switch a
certain percentage of the publication to create a new edition and those
changes probably triggered the referenced appendixes to be removed.
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